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THIRD YEAR, FIRST  SEMESTER EXAMINATION FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
COMPUTER SCIENCE, BACHELOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND FORENSICS, 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER TECHNOLGY, BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
SCIENCE, BACHELOR OF BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND BACHELOR OF 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 

CIT 3301/CIT 3325  INTERNET APPLICATION PROGRAMMING  
 

DATE: JANUARY 2022          TIME: 2 HOURS 

INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer question one and any other two questions.  
 

 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 
 
a) Differentiate between 3-Tier and N-Tier software architecture.   (4 Marks) 

 
b) Write a JavaScript code to enter name and age of a voter and display an alert  “Vote”  when 

voter’s age is equal or greater than 18 else it should display an alert “Not allowed to vote”. 
            (4 Marks) 

 
c) Describe 4 functions of JavaScript that were introduced to address shortcomings of traditional 

HTML.           (4 Marks) 

d) Briefly explain why W3C DOM is more superior to Legacy DOM.   (2 Marks) 
 

e) Differentiate between presentation layer and business logic layer giving an example in each 

case.           (4 marks) 

f) Write a PHP code to display the number of characters contained in the string “ Hallo World”.
            (4 Marks) 

g) Write a PHP code to delete a record of an employee with  empno “3003” from a table named 
Employee.          (4 Marks) 

h) Use an example to illustrate PHP functions to perform the following:  (4 Marks) 
i. Connect to a database server. 
ii. Insert values into a table 
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QUESTION TWO(20 MARKS) 
a) Use an example to differentiate between concat() and join() JavaScript methods. (4 Marks) 

b) i. Write HTML form with First name, Last name and date of birth text elements. Enable 

required property in all the 3 text elements. The form should also contain submit button, reset 

button, action and method attributes.       (5 Marks) 

iii. Write PHP script to receive data from the above form and store the data in an 

appropriate table.        (5 Marks) 

c) Write a JavaScript program to set a countdown by days to 25th December 2021. (6 Marks) 

 
QUESTION THREE(20 MARKS) 
a) Write a JavaScript code to assign 6 elements into an array and sort the elements in ascending 

order.           (4 Marks) 

b) Differentiate between echo and print as used in PHP.     (2 Marks) 

c) Write a JavaScript that display the browser version.     (4 Marks)  

d) Describe the purpose of the following PHP codes.     (6 Marks) 
i. Strev() 
ii.   include_once 
iii.   $GLOBALS 
 

e) Write a HTML form to enter First name and a JavaScript function to convert the name to 
uppercase when a button is clicked.         (4 Marks) 
 

QUESTION FOUR(20 MARKS)        
a) Write a HTML form to allow entry of a number such that when users click “square” button, 

JavaScript function compute the square the number and display the answer in a different text 

element in the form.         (5 Marks) 

b) Write a PHP code to receive two values from a form with text elements named “num1” and 

“num2” respectively, add the values and display the result.    (5 Marks) 

c) Write a JavaScript code to display the day of the month given “15th November 2021” date 

value.            (5 Marks) 

d) Write a JavaScript to replace display of an image named zebra.jpg with giraffe.jpg  when mouse 

pointer is moved over the picture.       (5 Marks) 
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QUESTION FIVE 

a) Write a JavaScript switch statement to allow entry of grade and display remarks as follows.   
(5 Marks) 

Grade Remarks 
A Very good 
B Good 
C Average 
D Below Average 

    
b) Write HTML form to enter Employee name, hours worked and rate per hour then use 

JavaScript function to compute basic pay = hours worked * basic pay.  (5 Marks) 

c) Use PHP to insert the above details in 5 a) to a table named salary in a database named 

employee with appropriate columns.       (5 Marks)  

d) Use getElementsByTagname() method to replace the contents of  the first paragraph and the 

second paragraph shown below with the text “Good Morning” and “Good Evening” 

respectively when the button “ Change Style” is clicked.    (5 Marks) 

</script> 

<p> This is paragraph one</p> 

<p> This is paragraph  two</p> 

<button onclick="change()"> Change Style </button> 

</body> 

 

                 


